


QUAKE CONTROL
Welcome to the third, but most definitely not the final, issue of FutureShock!
There are the usual twisted tales and strange new worlds, but also this issue
we have a the return of the characters from Alex Mussons’ Myth Control
now featuring in “Myth Management”, in much the same way DR and
Quinch and Nemesis went from appearing in one-offs to having their own
series. Also new this issue we have “Aftershocks”  a look at some of the
comic's stories that have thrilled in the past.

Stay tuned for FutureQuake 4, and news of even more exciting things to
come!
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Al Ewing,Writer

"I AM THE BRUTE THAT WALKS!" (Smilin' Stan & Jolly Jack,
Journey Into mystery #65)Yeah, you BETTER run. Open on a
gigantic half-troll, half-ape-looking bitch tearing up the city!
"Run, fools! Flee for your lives! For no one can withstand my
onslaught!" No shit! It's a living nightmare according to the
narrator, and who can disagree with him especially as HE IS
THE BRUTE!Yes! HOW did this amazing circumstance come
to be? Well, he used to be a puny scientist worrying about his
gal: "She doesn't respect me... she's ashamed of me... Sooner
or later she's going to break off with me unless somehow I
can become bigger and stronger!"

There's only one solution: "All the muscle building courses
from here to Timbuktu couldn't build me up fast enough! But
maybe I can find a way to concoct A GROWTH SERUM!"
Because THAT WILL BE FASTER.Anyway, he mixes up a fat
vial of Ribena in a mere 'several months' and then downs it
instantly.The fool! "No -- NO! I wanted to be tall -- but not a
GIANT -- not UGLY -- NOT LIKE THIS!!" A page later he's
fine with it. "My size will make the very earth tremble! Behold
me, humans! BEHOLD THE MONSTER MAN!" And then it's
all "ha ha ha" and "little insects".Anyway, then he decides to
do some stalking in the magnificent Marvel manner!

After lots of ruckus, kerfuffle and like that his girlfriend
realises it's the second-last page and faints. "Now you will be
MINE... mine FOREVER!" shouts a big hairy hand. But wait!
"MY STRENGTH! It's ebbing away!"Yes, the serum was only
temporary and our spindly stalker is back in human form
ready to be locked up for destroying the entire city and stuff.
Right? RIGHT?

Wrong. Behold the police reaction: "So you're a SCIENTIST,
son! Well, if you don't want to tell us what kind of scientific
device you used to destroy the monster, I guess you don't
HAVE to!" He doesn't even have to lie. He just stands there.
Meanwhile his girlfriend sighs "You'll be my hero forever!!"
instead of "OMG you are the HYPER PERVERT". Our heroic
sociopath proceeds to hurl paper into a blast furnace while
screaming "I will destroy EVERYTHING, FOREVER!" in a
frankly worrying last panel.The moral? "I should have known
that in her wisdom, nature never permits ANYTHING evil to
long endure!" APART FROM HIMSELF obviously.
EXCELSIOR!!

“Each item had a
story behind it.
A grisly story...”

Paul Scott, Solar Wind editor

Back in the early eighties, Eagle was relaunched as an action
adventure comic for boys. While it kept Dan Dare, very little
of what could be termed the original Eagle remained. This
was a new comic, for a new generation of readers. One of its
selling points was the photo strip, previously largely confined
to the teen romance stories, here it was giving us Doomlord,
Sgt. Streetwise and The Collector among others.

The Collector was the short story section, and the host of
the tale, was an elderly, refined man who just so happened to
collect oddments and items of interest. Each item had a story
behind it. A grisly story.

'Profits of Doom' appeared in issue 12 and was written by
Alan Moore, probably a contender in any short story poll.
And while this story isn't perhaps my favourite amongst all
the ones he did, it does particularly suit my own warped
viewpoint.

A man enters a grubby comic shop, behind the counter is a
grubby beady eyed manager. The man approaches and offers
to sell his collection of old fifties comic 'Tomb of Torture'.
The manager's eyes light up, they are worth a fortune,
especially issue 27. He'd never even seen that one before.

Despite the customer explaining that he needs the money for
his ill wife, he only receives a mere £20. The shop manager
looks at his price guide, the comics are worth nearly £300,
not including issue 27!  He finds out that issue may have been
printed towards the end of the comic's life, and is probably
worth thousands.

Content with his deal, he sits down and decides to read the
comic. It's quite scary even before he reaches the part where
a man enters a grubby comic shop, and sells his comics to
help his sick wife. The manager is even more alarmed when
he sees his own picture in the comic.

He hears a noise at the door, investigates and finds nothing,
but returns to be greeted by a (nicely painted) tentacle, which
drags him into the comic, where he will reside with all the
fiends and monsters. Silence. Then the door to the house is
forced, and the customer enters. He picks up issue 27 of
Tomb and Torture, and leaves, smiling. Justice has been done.

The Collector of course a fair price for his copy.

I enjoy it now as a fun tale, old comic sellers (with some
honourable exceptions) seem to take an awful lot from
comics, but put very little back. So sending the parasites into
some form of comic hell, why it's almost too good for them.
But as a child these stories were genuinely chilling. The
characters in 'The Collector' stories regularly got their
comeuppance for their ghastly behaviour.

So ask yourself. Did pay a fair price for this comic?

paid

you

AFTERSHOCKS
THE SHOCKINGTALES OFTHE PASTWHICH REVERBERATETODAY...



Our heroic sociopath
proceeds to hurl paper into
a blast furnace while
screaming "I will destroy
EVERYTHING, FOREVER!"
Si Fraiser,Artist

'Black Legacy' by Alan Moore and David Lloyd from the Dr
Who Weekly circa 1980.The story scared me at the time and
keeps coming back to me over the years since I read it. I only
recently discovered it was by Alan Moore ( though I should
have guessed ), David Lloyd was one of the first artists who's
work I followed because of this story.

Ok, it wasn't a one-off strictly speaking, it was in 4 parts, but it
was reprinted as a single story some years later, so I beg your
indulgence on this point.

Although, unlike , was not exactly famous for

its 'shocks' the one that really shat me up was by John Wager

from that unfortunately short-lived comic called: 'Good

Morning Sheldon, I love you!'

A bloke, 'Sheldon', gets to live in this house-of-the-future-like-
place, that caters for his every need and has every luxury you
can imagine (I particularly remember aVR-type thing were he
has the best seats for the Cup Final). Everything in the house
run by this computer.When Sheldon tries to leave the house
the computer won't let him, electrifying the door... He tries
to get away several times but he just can't get out. Eventually
Sheldon breaks down sobbing.The house consoles Sheldon
telling him it will look after him.... forever!

There's a time gap and we see the house getting Sheldon up
in the morning, taking him into the shower etc… But with the
final reveal we see it's actually a skeleton in a bath
robe...AIIEEEEE!!!!!

Well it would probably seem pretty tame now, but when you
are an impressionable nipper... I still shiver thinking about I
and that final frame is burned forever into my cerebral
cortex.

Cam Smith,Artist

Gary Wilkinson,Writer

2000AD Starlord

The Muck Monster, from Warrens Eerie magazine 68....
Anyone who's seen it will know why.

Probably the most beautifully drawn comic strip I've ever
seen. Blew me away as a kid and blows me away as an adult.A
lovely story so carefully crafted.Atmospheric, horrific but
gentle and beautiful all at once. Intentional and accidental
echoes of it have haunted my own work ever since.

Hell, I'm gonna have to dig it out again!
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Adrian Bamforth is a commercial illustrator and neglected
comic artist, drawing Sinister/Dexter and Judge Dredd for
2000ad to pass the time before global media domination with
his own strip "Obese Cat" See his work online at
www.adrianbamforth.co.uk

Bolt-01 has been scribbling scripts for what seems like
forever, and he has finally got a comic of his own out. He can
be contacted at whistlerstrip@aol.com if you are interested.

Mike Donaldson divides his time between lecturing in Art and
Drama, writing absurd songs for his band HipSwitch, and
drawing for various small press magazines. He is married to
Sarah and has two sons.

Working out of the basement of a senile ex-Nazi's house, PJ is
drawing stuff for 2000AD. Currently, there is a warrant out
for his arrest. His vanity requires a whole domain name,
which is pauljholden.com

Too busy writing scripts to do comedy bios.

Tim Twelves lives in San Francisco, and presumably rides
trams to the top of the hill then barrels down it in a fast car,
like Steve McQueen in ‘Bullet’, ALL THE TIME.

Graphic designer and contributor to Solar Wind. Surprisingly
doesn't actually smell of wee.

...is fleeing the country soon after the publication of
FutureQuake 3, but will most likely return for next years
comics conventions .

Alex Musson
Alex is the creator/editor of comedy magazine Mustard
(mustardmag.org) and writer/performer of stand-up comedy
and sketches. His fondness for forward-slashes extends to his
website at alexmusson.com/edy. To evict Alex, phone 0800
555 5555. Calls cost 85p/min.

"Not good enough for the front cover"




